Abstract This article offers a typological overview of the Emerillon language, a Tupí-Guaraní language spoken by a small community in French Guiana. General information is provided on various aspects of the grammar, within the domains of phonology, morphology, and syntax. Special attention is given to a few features of the language that are rather rare and/or poorly discussed in the ty
Introduction
The Emerillon community consists of about 400 people living in two areas in French Guiana: next to the Maroni river (on the border with Suriname) in the western part and at the Oyapock-Camopi confluence (on the border with Brazil) in the eastern part. The community (auto-denominated Teko) is the result of the aggregation of surviving members of different small ethnic groups, mainly of Tupí-Guaraní origin (Navet 1994) . The Emerillon language is still actively being used and passed on to children as a native language. Even though it is in close contact with several languages -essentially Wayampí and Brazilian Portuguese in the eastern part, Wayana and Eastern Maroon Creoles in the western part, French Guiana Creole and French, the language used in school, in both areas -the influence of European and Creole languages on Emerillon is very limited and concerns mainly the lexicon (Rose & Renault-Lescure 2008) . It must, nevertheless, be considered endangered.
Emerillon belongs to the Tupí-Guaraní family (consisting of over forty languages) of the Tupí stock (Rodrigues 1984 (Rodrigues -1985 . The name Tupí-Guaraní stems from Tupinambá, the now extinct language spoken along the coast in the early colonization times, and Guaraní, which made it through the centuries to become one of the official languages of Paraguay, spoken by around five million people. This group is probably the best studied one in Amazonia, with a long tradition of linguistic investigation since Anchieta (1595) . Nevertheless, only few recent and comprehensive grammars like Seki's Kamaiurá grammar (Seki 2000) are available. However, comparative study within the family (Jensen 1998 ) is facilitated since "Tupí-Guaraní is noted for a high degree of lexical and morphological similarity among its member languages in spite of their extensive geographical separation" (Jensen 1999: 128) . These languages are indeed spoken throughout Brazil, in northern Argentina, Paraguay, Bolivia, and French Guyana. Internal classification of the Tupí-Guaraní family was established by Rodrigues on lexical and phonological grounds (Rodrigues 1984 (Rodrigues -1985 and then revised (Rodrigues & Cabral 2002) . Emerillon belongs to subgroup VIII, 1 along Urubu-Ka'apor, Anambé de Ehrenreich, Guajá, Awré e Awrá, Takunhapé, and its closest relatives Wayampí, Wayampípukú, and Jo'é. Other classifications do not differ much as far as Emerillon is concerned (Dietrich 1990 , Mello 2002 .
The Emerillon language had been very little described before (Couchili et al. 2002 , Maurel 1998 , Queixalós 2001b . My own work (Rose 2003b , to appear) is based on texts and elicited items collected by myself in the field from various speakers, mainly from the eastern part, between 1999 and 2004. This article aims at providing an overview of the typological characteristics of the language. I will try to stick to a synchronic description of the language within a typological perspective, referring when necessary to typological stud-1. The eight subgroups are constituted as follows (Rodrigues & Cabral 2002) :
Old Guaraní; Kaiwá, Ñandeva, Paraguayan Guaraní; Mbyá-Guaraní; Xetá; Tapiete, Chiriguano, Izoceño; Guayakí II:
Guarayo/Guarayú; Siriono, Horá; Yuki III: Tupí, Língua Geral Paulista; Língua Geral Amazônica, Tupinambá IV: Tapirapé; Asuriní do Tocantins, Parakanã; Suruí; Avá-Canoeiro; Tembé, Guajajára, Turiwára V:
Araweté, Ararandewára-Amanajé, Anambé do Cairari; Asuriní do Xingu VI: Kayabí, Apiaká; Parintintín, Tupí-Kawahíb; Juma VII: Kamayurá VIII: Wayampí of French Guiana, Wayampípukú, emerillon, Jo'é; Urubu-Ka'apor, Anambé de Ehrenreich; Guajá; Awré e Awrá; Takoapé ies, but leaving aside diachronic hypotheses and comparative remarks. 2 The major points developed here are quite representative of the whole Tupí-Guaraní family.
The Emerillon phonological system is presented in Section 2, with a special focus on nasal harmony. Section 3 will describe Emerillon verbal morphology, namely a very interesting indexation system based on both person and semantic role hierarchies. Section 4 will then go on with clause syntax issues such as word order, different classes of predicates, and alignment. Finally, Section 5 will give an overview of valency-changing derivations, with special emphasis on the sociative causative. For each typologically remarkable feature of Emerillon, I will also discuss how they fit in with the existing typology.
Phonology

Phoneme inventory
The inventory of consonants and vowels is given in Tables 1 and 2 . In cases of allophony, phonetic realizations are specified in brackets using the IPA notation. The system is in several ways quite typical of Amazonian phonology (Aikhenvald 1996 , Dixon & Aikhenvald 1999 , for example as having one liquid, two glides, the closed central vowel. It is "richer" than the average systems of Amazonian languages, displaying a voice distinction within stops, and the o/u distinction. Like the rest of the system, /k w / and /P/ are found throughout the Tupí-Guaraní family.
The various cases of allophony are conditioned by different factors: 2. Emerillon offers some features that are interesting in a diachronic perspective, like the general restructuring of dependent clauses, with a shift in the indexation system, the emergence of serial verb constructions out of dependent constructions, and the replacement of ancient nominalization patterns by subordinators syncretic with adpositions (Rose 2006) . It also raises many comparative or areal issues, like the descriptive word category, the so-called relational marker, the question of polyfunctionality or omnipredicativity (see, for example, Queixalós 2001a, b) that concern a great number of languages in the Amazonian area. 3. Even though /s/ and /z/ have to be considered distinct phonemes, it is noteworthy that /s/ is most often found before high vowels and /z/ essentially before mid or low vowels. /z/ and /Ã/ are both reflexes of proto-Tupí-Guaraní †j. Emerillon /j/ probably emerged as a transition. 
voiceless continuant (
In the absence of nasality further to the right within the same morpheme, the voiced non-continuants /b/ and /d/ are generally realized as prenasals (or post-oralized nasals as we will see later) in intervocalic position only.
Prenasalization is systematic morpheme-internally (2a) and optional morpheme-initially when preceded by a vowel within the word domain (2b). 5
'he cuts it into pieces' (v) nasal harmony: in our analysis, nasality is not always contrastive at the segmental level (hence the absence of nasal consonants in the inventory), but is a feature spreading over morphemes, typically roots, nasalizing them totally or partially. This phenomenon will be described in greater depth in Section 2.4.
Syllabic and word structure
Attested syllabic structures are quite simple: CV (by far the most frequent), V, CVC, and VC. Vowel sequences are common, each vowel being the nucleus of a separate syllable. Closed syllables are only found in morpheme-final position. The canonical pattern of an Emerillon word is a sequence of open syllables, possibly with a final closed syllable: (C)V. . . (C)V.(C)V(C). A major role of morphophonemics is to prevent the creation of consonant sequences within a word, at morpheme boundaries.
In word-initial position, all consonants but /g/, /j/, and /R/ are found. In word-internal position, all consonants are found (though /g/ is restricted to morpheme-final position). In word-final position, only non-continuants are found and are either unreleased, therefore neutralizing the opposition between voiced and unvoiced, or nasal (see Section 2.4).
Stress
The domain of stress is the prosodic phrase. Primary stress (´) usually falls on the penultimate syllable of the phrase. Secondary stress (`) alternates on every second syllable counting backward from the primary stress: pànanàRupì omàPẽnè nõdèRehéo '(when we are) on the sea, he still sees us'. Optional stress can also be found on the initial syllable of the phrase. Besides, stress is attracted by heavy syllables, and is often avoided on high vowels in onsetless syllables. The major acoustic correlates of stress are duration and intensity (Gordon & Rose 2006 ). Comparative Tupí-Guaraní studies on stress, based on a small number of impressionistic descriptions, traditionally reconstruct a delimitative stress on the final syllable, although Wayampí, Siriono, and Chiriguano are presented as historical deviations due to their penultimate stress patterns (Dietrich 1990 : 16-17, Jensen 1999 .
Nasal harmony
In this section, I will show that nasality is a feature that spreads within morphemes and to adjacent morphemes, forming a type of nasal harmony that is not very common typologically. Second, some affixes have two surface forms, characterized by absence vs. presence of nasality. In each case, the selection of one or the other form is determined by the presence vs. absence of nasality of the root to which they are affixed. Example (3) illustrates this phenomenon for the negation suffix
Third, the integration of loan words originally including some nasal segments shows either nasalization (Guianese Creole [dipẽ] 2.4.3. Analysis. My analysis is that nasality is lexically assigned in Emerillon, and some nasal harmony is going on, within the strict domain of the morpheme. Section 2.4.4 will discuss the propagation of nasality to adjacent morphemes. Within the scope of nasality, all voiced segments (apart from /z/) 7 are realized nasally. Voiceless phonemes are transparent to nasalization, but not opaque: they cannot be nasalized but yet do not block the spreading.
In the analysis of nasal harmony, once the domain of nasalization is delimited and the segments are classified as underspecified for nasality, transparent, and/or opaque, the major challenge is to define the trigger and the direction of spreading, as Walker recognizes for Tuyuca: "because nasality spreads to all nasalizable segments in a nasal morpheme, it is impossible to unambiguously pinpoint the segment from which spreading originates" (Walker 2003) .
My hypothesis is that nasality in Emerillon is to be analyzed as a feature spreading leftward from the final segment of a root (the nasal allomorphs of /b/, /d/, /Ã/ or /g/) or from its rightmost [mb] and [nd] . A first piece of evidence is the distribution of nasal elements within roots. There is always only one span of nasality per root. In roots totally affected by nasality, the final segment is always a nasalizable element, which is therefore realized as a nasal vowel or consonant, while their initial segment is not necessarily nasalizable (see [tĩãkã] , [kãndetat^] , and [tãmbe] from Section 2.4.2). There is absolutely no morpheme totally affected by nasalization ending with a non-nasal element. In roots partially affected by nasality, no /b/ or /d/ phonemes can be found to the right of the prenasalized element.
6. In some occurrences of such words, especially in frequent words, when the vowel immediately preceding this consonant is strongly nasalized, the nasal part of the consonant is not realized. 7. In my corpus, there are six roots affected by nasality within which /z/ (realized [dz]) is found.
However, three of them are loan words, and the three remaining ones may be considered as part of the Amazonian substrate: [madziPok^, dzakami, dzapakani] . There is, however, no evidence that /z/ has a nasal counterpart.
A second piece of evidence for the anchorage of nasality to the right end of a morpheme can be found in loan words:
Although nativization strategies cannot always be equated with actual constraints that account for the phonotactic structure of the borrowing language, one would expect, on the other hand, that the constraints of the borrowing language are always active when words from another language are adapted. (Wetzels 2007) In all the languages from which Emerillon has borrowed words (i.e., essentially French, Creoles, and other Amerindian languages), nasality is a segmental feature. In the process of adaptation to the target phonological system, these words are integrated as either oral or (partially or totally) nasal morphemes, whereby the lexeme undergoes either nasalization or denasalization so that the resulting form always fits with what is expected according to the native system. The selection of complete nasalization vs. denasalization seems to be induced by the nasality of its final segment in the source language. Words with a nasal final segment in the source language are completely nasalized in Emerillon (4a-c). Those with an oral final segment (even though some initial segments may be nasal) are denasalized (4d, e). Moreover, example (4f) shows that a [m] towards the end of the source lexeme may be realized as post-oralized and triggers partial nasalization.
The question left to be discussed now is: What is the trigger of nasal harmony? Here are three alternative hypotheses. On the first hypothesis, nasality is a suprasegmental feature, a phonological feature of morphemes as a whole, rather than of particular phonemes. It is mapped to the rightmost element of the morpheme and spreads leftward. Nasality is then assigned lexically. This explains the cases of totally nasalized roots. Then partially nasalized roots must be explained by phonetic spreading of nasality from prenasalized consonants, a pattern that is typologically uncommon (Leo Wetzels, personal communication) . This analysis is proposed by Piggott for Guaraní, another Tupí-Guaraní language with a similar realization of nasality:
[i]n the case of nasal morphemes, a floating nasal autosegment must be present. The other source of nasality must be segmental, since nasality can spread from a point internal to a morpheme. [. . . ] Since it is the latter segment [a prenasalized stop -FR] that obligatorily appears between nasal and oral sequences, the most likely source of the nasality that spreads leftward is an underlying nasal consonant, which is phonetically realized as a prenasalized stop. (Piggott 1992: 57) Tupi-Guaranists like Cabral follow a comparable analysis. The autosegmental feature is associated with the opposition between oral and nasal stresses (Cabral 2000 , Grannier Rodrigues 1990 . In a previous publication, our first analysis of Emerillon nasality was autosegmental (Rose 2002a) .
Under the second hypothesis, nasality is always phonemic, and total and partial nasalization constitute a unique phenomenon. One would have to postulate underlying nasal vowels and nasal consonants, triggering nasal harmony leftward. To explain partially nasalized roots, consonants in intervocalic position should also be seen as post-oral variants of /m/ and /n/. This analysis is not satisfactory because it does not account for the facts that only one contrast per word is possible, that no oral voiced segment can be found to the right of a nasal segment (except when a prenasalized stop intervenes), and that voiced non-continuants are not found word-finally (except as a result of intervocalic voicing).
A third alternative satisfactorily explains both nasalization and final consonant distribution. A lenition rule according to which voiced non-continuants in final position are systematically nasalized must be postulated, accounting for morpheme-final consonants being either unreleased (e.g., /tap1Ù/ [tap1Ù^] 'house') or nasal (e.g., /tab1Ã/ [tãmĩñ] 'grandfather'). The same lenition rule applies exclusively to /b/ and /d/ in intervocalic position, nasalizing them. However, in intervocalic position, the nasalized consonant will be post-oralized (e.g., /aduÃa/ [ãnduÃa] 'mouse'). As a result, the distinction between oral stops, nasals, and prenasals is neutralized. The consonants that are phonetically realized as nasals or prenasals, whether in final or intervocalic position, will trigger nasal harmony to their left. However, this analysis still makes it necessary to assume underlying nasal vowels. To predict that morphemes have at most one nasal span, nasal vowels must be restricted to morpheme-final position.
2.4.4. The propagation of nasality to adjacent morphemes. Affixes are either nasalizable or they are not (only enclitics can be lexically nasal). Indeed, nasal harmony can propagate within the word to some affixes (prefixes and suffixes) that are adjacent to a totally nasalized root or to the nasal part of a partially nasalized root. In the following examples, the relational R-(5a), and the negation -Ãi (5d) are affected by nasal harmony on a totally nasal root as in (5b, e). Other prefixes are always oral, like e-in (5a-c), while a few are very rarely nasalized, like d-and o-(5d-f). Finally, some enclitics are always nasal (but do not trigger nasality propagation themselves, like -(o)N in (5f)).
It is worthwhile noting that while spreading within morphemes is strictly leftward, propagation to adjacent morphemes is attested both leftward and rightward.
Emerillon within the typology of nasal harmony.
Recent research on nasal harmony, generally based on secondary data, distinguishes two types of nasal harmony. In the phonetic or segmental type of nasal harmony (Type A in Piggott's terms), nasality spreads from a nasal segment until it is blocked by an opaque segment (Piggott 1992) . For example, in Sundanese, non-nasal, supralaryngeal consonants block the long distance spreading of nasality (Cohn 1990 (Odden 1994) . Type B is exemplified by a very few languages in the literature, and essentially these are languages from South America, among which Guaraní and the Tucanoan languages (see, for example, Piggott 1992 , Gomez-Imbert 1997 . However, some authors suggest that suprasegmental nasality could always, in principle, be reanalyzed as based on segmental nasality. Nasal harmony in Emerillon basically displays the characteristics of Piggott's Type B. However, it has been shown that nasal harmony in Emerillon can be seen as triggered by nasal allophones of oral segments. This is accounted for in Piggott's typology, where "a Type A language must have underlying nasal consonants, but similar segments may all be derived in a Type B language" (Piggott 1992: 62) . However, Emerillon constitutes a very particular illustration of that last case, in that nasality does not have to be derived from a suprasegmental feature, but can be seen as the result of allophony.
Moreover, the phonological rule nasalizing voiced non-continuants in final position (and for some in intervocalic position) is not common, although it is plausible that voiced obstruents are phonetically hard to maintain in final position. Comparable processes of lenition of postvocalic stops into nasals are found in Japanese (Shibatani 1990 , Tsujimura 1996 . Rodrigues (2003) puts forward a phonetic hypothesis explaining how silence (i.e., final position) can cause nasalization, due to desynchronization of the velum movements.
Finally, the Emerillon data also challenge the question of transparency. Walker's (2003) scale, ranking segments according to their compatibility with nasalization, predicts that (i) if a segment blocks nasalization, all segments less compatible with nasality will also block it, and (ii) if a segment is permeable (nasalized or transparent), all segments more compatible by the nasalization hierarchy will also be permeable.
(6) Vowels > Glides > Liquids > Fricatives > Obstruent stops Yet the hierarchy does not predict, within the permeable segments, which will be targets and which will be transparents. In Emerillon, voiced obstruent stops undergo nasalization while voiced fricatives resist nasalization (as well as all voiceless segments). The Emerillon phonological system is particularly interesting in displaying a type of nasal harmony system at morpheme-level that has come to be discussed for South American languages (Peng 2000 , Rodrigues 2003 . Moreover, it chal-lenges typologies of nasal harmony on several points, such as the trigger and transparency. 9
Morphology
Overview
Morphological typology categorizes languages according to two parameters: fusion, the degree to which morphemes are easily segmentable, and synthesis, the number of morphemes per word (Comrie 1981) . On these scales, Emerillon is an agglutinative language, leaning towards polysynthesis. (7) eRe-mo-zaug-a-õwã-zepe-Pe-po 2sg.I-caus-bathe-ref-little-conces-intens-inter
mamã, Mum
ÃasoR? Djasot 'But did you really wash Mum properly, Djasot?' Emerillon employs predominantly suffixes or enclitics, with only limited prefixation. Prefixes are all person markers, some voice markers, one negative marker, and one subordinator. Emerillon is a head-marking language. There is greater morphological complexity on the predicate, which carries most of the grammatical morphemes, and also undergoes reduplication (Rose 2005 (Rose , 2007 .
A hierarchical indexation system
Within the domain of verb morphology, the Emerillon indexation system is the most challenging feature. In most Tupí-Guaraní languages, indexation differs in dependent and independent clauses. 10 In Emerillon, however, dependent and independent clauses follow the same indexation pattern. The system presented below is comparable to the indexation system in other Tupí-Guaraní independent clauses, but nowadays also applies to dependent clauses in Emerillon.
Person markers are divided into two main sets, called Set I and Set II, as shown in Table 3 .
We will now look at their specific distribution on verbs. On intransitive verbs, only Set I is found, to index S:
river-in 'I swim in the river.'
On transitive verbs, Set I is used for A and Set II for P.
9. In the transcription system used in the rest of the article, I note both nasal vowels and nasal consonants. It is therefore not a pure phonological writing, but aims at greater ease of processing. 10. In Tupí-Guaraní languages, indexation in dependent clauses is usually described as following an absolutive system with some coreference pattern (see Jensen 1998: 526-532 for further details). 
The interesting point here is that there is only one slot for person indexes on transitive verbs. Whether A or P will be marked depends on different hierarchies. First, the person hierarchy (9) plays a role whenever a speech act participant and a 3rd person interact. Speech act participants are higher than the 3rd person on this scale.
(9)
Person hierarchy: 1/2 > 3
The participant higher on the hierarchy is marked on the verb, whether A or P. In (10a, b), a 1st person and a 3rd person are involved. The 1st person being higher in the hierarchy, it is in both cases the one to fill the person index slot, with a Set I index when it is A (10a), with a Set II index when it is P (10b). (10) a. a-nupã. 1sg.I-hit 'I hit him.'
1sg.II-bite 'A dog bit me.' Set II indexes do not only mark P on the verb. They are also used to refer to the possessor of nouns (11a) and the object of postpositions (11b). (11) a. m1n long.ago
The second hierarchy is the semantic role hierarchy (12), at work whenever the person hierarchy is not relevant, i.e., between two 3rd persons or two speech act participants.
(12) Semantic roles hierarchy: A > P When a 3rd person acts on another 3rd person, it is the A that is systematically marked (with a Set I index), whatever the arguments refer to. The local configurations (i.e., when the two speech-act participants are involved) basically also follow the A > P hierarchy, with residues of the ProtoTupí-Guaraní 1 > 2 > 3 hierarchy. When a 2nd person acts on a 1st person, the A is marked on the verb, with a Set I index. To specify the person of the P, an extra independent marker is used. The presence of the independent pronominal form is necessary to disambiguate the 2 → 1 configuration from the configuration where a 2nd person A acts on a 3rd person P (15). (15) eRe-nupã. 2sg.I-hit 'You (sg) hit him/her/it/them.'
In the four cases presented in (14), the Set I index on the verb refers to the 2nd person A. In (14b, d) , oRonekom, the normal free pronoun for 1st person exclusive, refers explicitly to P, as expected. Surprisingly, in (14a, c), the independent forms, used only in this specific configuration, are linked to 2nd person pronominal forms (eRe-and pe-are the Set I indexes for 2nd person singular and plural, the origin of ñ is unexplained) rather than to 1st persons. The system seems a priori aberrant in synchrony: in order to refer to a 2nd person A a 1st person P, two markers for 2nd person are used. This peculiar use of the independent person marker can probably be explained as a hypothetical residue of a Proto-Tupí-Guaraní marker for A. The hierarchy in Proto-Tupí-Guaraní is supposed to have been 1 > 2 > 3 (Jensen 1998 , Montserrat & Soares 1983 . Therefore, in the same configuration, the 1st person P, being higher in the hierarchy, is indexed before the verb and the 2nd person A is then expressed with an independent marker following the verb, as illustrated in (16) My hypothesis is that the 2nd person marker remained in the same position in this configuration in Emerillon, even though the 1 > 2 hierarchy was neutralized between the speech act participants. The semantic role hierarchy came into play to compensate this loss. It is not surprising that a language would not hierarchically distinguish between the speech act participants. 1st and 2nd person are independent within the hierarchy, their relative order fluctuates from one language to the other (Silverstein 1976) .
When a 1st person acts on a 2nd person singular, Emerillon uses the Set I marker for 1st person exclusive (17). (17) oRo-nupã. 1excl.I-hit 'I/we hit you.' (but also: 'We hit it/her/him/them.') When a 1st person (singular or plural) acts on a 2nd person plural, A is marked with a Set I marker for 1st person singular, and P with an index referring to generic human object (poRo-). (18) a-poRo-nupã. 1sg.I-indet.II-hit 'I/we hit you all.' (lit. 'I hit people.')
The reorganization of the person hierarchy as well as the substitution patterns illustrated above for some local configurations can be explained by po-liteness. 11 It is tightly correlated with the fact that languages disfavor transparent marking of 1st and 2nd person combinations (Heath 1998 ). This assertion is confirmed by the fact that both in Emerillon (1/2 > 3) and in the hypothetical Proto-Tupí-Guaraní (1 > 2 > 3), the marking is very clear and systematic when only one speech act participant is involved, but less so when both 1st and 2nd person are involved.
Emerillon within the typology of indexation systems
To give a brief summary of the Emerillon person indexation system on the verbs, intransitive verbs take a Set I index, while transitive verbs allow only one person index, from Set I for A or from Set II for P. The correct index is selected according to the relative position of the two arguments on both the person hierarchy 1/2 > 3 and the semantic role hierarchy A > P. Two hierarchies are involved, and are ordered as follows:
The terms "person hierarchy" and "semantic role hierarchy" used here correspond roughly to other designations that emerged after Silverstein's pioneer work on hierarchies of features (Silverstein 1976 ): "animacy hierarchy" (Comrie 1981), "referential or inherent topicality hierarchy" , "saliency hierarchy" (Klaiman 1991) , "empathy hierarchy" (DeLancey 1981) . A cover term that surfaced recently is "indexability hierarchy" (Bickel & Nichols 2007) . Both hierarchies used in Emerillon could logically be justified in terms of saliency, the most salient participant being put forward. It is, nevertheless, important to assert that this system is completely grammaticalized: whatever the characteristics of the participants are, what counts in the system is the grammatical persons and the semantic roles.
The semantic role hierarchy becomes relevant when, and only when, the person hierarchy is not. I argue that this type of indexation system should be classified as hierarchical, since the primary organizing pattern is the notion of hierarchy (Cf. also Rose 2001 Rose , 2003a . D. Payne formulated the hypothesis that Tupí-Guaraní languages could be described as having an inverse system (D. Payne 1994) . On the basis of Givón's 11. It is a general fact about communication that the situations involving both speech act participants create a confrontation between the speaker and the addressee who is in a lower position. Languages often use devices like pluralization or substitution of a person for another to soften this confrontation (Brown & Levinson 1987) . Thus, the plural form for a singular in (17) may be a means of weakening the 1st person subject, thus making the relation less "threatening" for the addressee. In (18), the use of a singular form for the subject and a generic form for the 2nd person creates a distance that softens the confrontation.
definition of the inverse, she explains that in these languages, there is an "inherent topicality hierarchy" 1 > 2 > 3 (D. Payne 1994) . If a 1st person acts on a 2nd or a 3rd person, or if a 2nd person acts on a 3rd, the action flows in the natural direction (A is more topical than P). This is considered to be direct. If the action flows the other direction (when P is more topical than A), that is considered to be inverse. Furthermore, a canonical inverse language is a language that expresses the inverse direction with morphosyntactic devices in a transitive construction. Examples from Fox, an Algonquian language, are repeated below (from Comrie 1981: 122) , where -aa is a direct marker (20a) and -ek an inverse one (20b). 1sg-see-inverse-3 'He sees me.' Applying this definition to Tupí-Guaraní languages, direct situations are those where Set I is used, i.e., when A is 1st or 2nd person, and P is 3rd person, but also when two 3rd persons are involved. Inverse situations are those where Set II is used, i.e., when a 3rd person A acts on a 1st or 2nd person P, and also in the local configuration where a 2nd person acts on a 1st person (as in (16) from Tupinambá). This analysis assumes that the two speech act participants follow the hierarchy 1 > 2. The other local configuration where a 1st person acts on a 2nd person does not participate in the system: Payne analyses the forms as portmanteau. Finally, she proposes that the relational r-prefix, found in co-occurrence with Set II, be analyzed as an inverse marker in Tupí-Guaraní languages.
This hypothesis could be applied as it is to Emerillon, since the indexation system on independent verbs diverges from the rest of the family only in local configurations. However, a canonical inverse language is a language that expresses the inverse direction with an explicit morphosyntactic device. The relational morpheme that according to Payne is an inverse marker in Tupí-Guaraní languages (the r-relational) is found throughout the family on a lexically defined sub-class of transitive roots, but also on some intransitive roots, some nouns and postpositions when preceded with a Set II index. This distribution does not fit in with the function of the inverse category. No particular morpheme, therefore, can be interpreted as an inverse marker in Tupí-Guaraní languages. As a consequence, for the Emerillon indexation system, one would have be willing to consider only the mere distribution of person markers into two sets as an inverse system. 12 It seems to me that positing person and semantic role hierarchies is sufficient to explain the cross-referencing system. This argument boils down to a confrontation between two different approaches. In the functional approach, inverse is to be found whenever P is more topical than A, but A is still topical (Givón (ed.) 1994) . In the syntactic approach, hierarchical alignment and direction (inverse) are logically independent features that can, but need not, co-occur (DeLancey 2001 , Zúñiga 2002 . The so-called inverse systems are then considered a particular case of hierarchical systems (Nichols 1992 , Siewierska 2004 , the two being different possible expressions of deictic orientation (DeLancey 1981, no date). In line with Heath's argument (Heath 1998) , I advise against the extension of the "inverse" terminology to forms lacking an inverse marker, which I see as undermining the usefulness of such a term. The Emerillon indexation system on verbs is then a plain hierarchical system (for further detail see Rose 2001 Rose , 2003a .
Syntax: Predicates and alignment
Word order
Emerillon can best be described as a verb-final language. In a pragmatically neutral sentence, the subject, if expressed with a full NP, is normally placed somewhere before the main predicate. Noun modifiers precede the head of the noun phrase, and adverbs and subordinate clauses are clause-initial. Oblique arguments and subordinate clauses are marked with postposed elements (21). The position of the object is more flexible: it may precede or follow the predicate (see, for example, (33c) and (21)). Topicality counts for preverbal and postverbal objects did not reveal a clear correlation between topicality and position of the object. In the rare situation where both subject and object are expressed with full noun phrases, the more frequent and basic order is SOV.
3.I-caus-red-fry 'Mum used to fry eggs.' Any kind of constituent may be focused by dislocating it to the initial position, where it carries second position particles with various discursive functions (like focus -te and interrogative/exclamative -sipo in the following example). The predicate is the only obligatory constituent. Besides verbal predication, another noticeable type of predication is based on a nominal root.
Possessive nominal predicates
Items that are unambiguously described as nouns can function as intransitive predicates and constitute complete clauses (24). (24) oRone-kaRakuRi-nam 1excl.II-money-when pe-R-upi way-reln-on oRo-ho-taR-uwe. 1excl.I-go-fut-too 'When we have money, we'll go that way too.'
The following example illustrates the fact that a noun, once preceded by a Set II marker (usually marking the possessor on a nominal head), can function either as an argument or as a predicate. The first occurrence of iÃaR1Ã is a predicate ('she has a grandmother'), while the second occurrence is an argument ('her grandmother'). Although "the predicative function cannot be taken as a serious criterion for distinguishing between nouns and verbs" (Queixalós 2006: 252) , yet the distinction between noun and verb categories is clear: while nouns can function as predicates with the appropriate morphology, verbs need to function as the predicate of a relative clause to be used as arguments (cf. (30a, b) ). A collective book (Queixalós (ed.) 2001), as well as a paper in historical linguistics (Queixalós 2006) , have been devoted to the topic of parts of speech and their function in Tupí-Guaraní languages.
3.I-die-rel 'He (God) knows all the dead ones.'
In the typological literature, "nominal predication" usually refers to cases where a noun has a predicative function, without necessarily having the same morphology as verbs. Thus, in many cases of so-called nominal predication, copulas (may) appear. Nominal predicates 13 are not completely comparable to verbal predicates. In this sense, nominal predicates typically convey the meaning of inclusion, equation, attribution, location, and existence (T. Payne 1997) .
Nominal predicates in Emerillon substantially deviate from this characterization (Rose 2002b) . First, nominal predicates display exactly the same morphology as verbs (plural subject marker, negation, voice, TAM, cf. (26)- (29)), which is therefore called "predicate morphology". They only differ in the indexation of their unique argument. Nominal predicates encode it with a Set II index and intransitive verbs with a Set I index. Second, the meaning of these predications is possessive. They contrast with other devices for 'be' functions, such as the use of a verb Ãu 'be' for inclusion (31a), or the copula kob for existence (31b). This type of nominal predication in Tupí-Guaraní languages, where nouns behave as predicates sharing most of their morphology with verbal predicates, and express possession, does not seem to be attested as such elsewhere.
Descriptive words
An on-going debate among specialists of Tupí-Guaraní and related languages concerns the issue of which part of speech "descriptive" words belong to (Dietrich 2000 , Queixalós (ed.) 2001 , Queixalós 2006 , Meira 2006 . These items refer to qualities or states, take Set II person markers, and are typically used as predicates, as illustrated by the Emerillon examples below: (32) a. e-kanePõ. 1sg.II-fatigue 'I am tired.'
neg-1sg.II-hunger-neg 'I'm not hungry.'
This class of words has often been described by Tupi-Guaranists as stative verbs (Kakumasu 1986 , Leite 1990 , Jensen 1998 , Seki 2000 , Franceschini 2002 . However, some authors analyze them as nouns (Dietrich 1977 , Rodrigues 1996 , Couchili et al. 2002 , Praça 1999 , DaSilva 2000 , Meira 2006 . It is noticeable that some of the authors working on the same language are on opposite sides of the debate (Kakumasu and DaSilva for Ka'apor, Franceschini and Meira for Mawe), so that we are basically facing a problem of analysis. However, one should keep in mind that there are also real differences in the behaviour of those terms from one language to the other. In Emerillon, descriptive words split into two distinct categories. The one discussed in this section is comparable to the descriptive category in the other Tupí-Guaraní languages. The other displays completely different behaviour: these roots cannot take any person markers and need additional morphology to function as predicates, modifiers, or heads of nominal phrases. The Emerillon situation, with two categories of descriptive words, shows that the "descriptive" domain is an unstable area within the family. This section will focus on the descriptive category that is comparable to the one present throughout the family and already illustrated in (32).
It is noteworthy that the split between these two categories is semantically based (Queixalós 2001a) , respecting moreover the semantic classes defined by Dixon (Dixon 1977) . The descriptive category discussed in this section expresses "human propensity" and "physical property", while the one diverging from the Tupí-Guaraní descriptive category expresses "size, color, value".
The two alternative analyses of descriptive words as nouns or verbs stem from the fact that descriptive words are usually used as predicates (like verbs), but are only once preceded by a Set II marker, just like the nouns as we observed in Section 4.2. Since descriptive predicates (32) are parallel to other nominal predicates (cf. Section 4.2), they are basically nouns. In contrast to verbs, they do not need to be relativized to function as arguments. The differences they may show from other nouns (i.e., being rarely used as NP heads, with plural or copulas) may easily be explained by semantic factors. These words basically refer to human qualities, physical sensations, and mental phenomena.
The Emerillon alignment system
Now that both verbal and nominal predication have been presented, the issue can be addressed of how the single argument of intransitive predicates aligns with the arguments of transitive predicates. Since arguments are not marked for case and constituent order is quite flexible, the argumentation will be based on the indexation pattern described above and on syntactic phenomena.
In Section 3.2, it was shown that the single argument of an intransitive verb aligns with the A argument of a transitive verb: both are indexed with a Set I person marker, while P is indexed with a Set II marker. This forms a nominative-accusative system. Moreover, number agreement can be used to identify the subject relation: the plural clitic (o)N in (33) agrees exclusively with the unique argument of a verbal (33a) or nominal (33b) intransitive predicate and with the A argument of a transitive verb (33c), thus defining the subject relation. However, if we take into account nominal predicates, the alignment system can also be interpreted as one of split intransitivity, since the unique argument of intransitive predicates is marked differently. Set I is found on verbal predicates (whether unaccusative or unergative) and Set II on nominal predicates. Most languages displaying split-intransitivity morphologically distinguish intransitive predicates on the basis of either their aspect (active or stative) or the agentivity of the unique argument (Mithun 1991) . In line with the analysis of descriptive words as nouns (see Section 4.3), the Emerillon split-intransitivity system is untypical, as it does not operate within verbs, but between intransitive verbs and nominal predicates. These latter are specialized in expressing a subset of stative events, namely possessive predication, physical properties, and human propensities.
In conclusion, the Emerillon alignment system can be said to be nominativeaccusative for verbs, where S and A are marked with Set I and P with Set II (cf. Section 3.2), but with an intransitivity split on predicates in general, including nominal predicates (S and A are marked with Set I on verbs, while P and the unique argument of nominal predicates are marked with Set II).
Valency issues
As far as valency issues are concerned, Emerillon is representative of the Tupí-Guaraní family. A sociative causative is one of the features shared by the whole family which was not accounted for previously in the typological literature.
Valency and valency-changing derivations
Underived predicates are clearly either intransitive or transitive in Emerillon. This language has neither ambitransitive nor ditransitive predicates. 14 Two predicates sharing their arguments can combine in a single clause by means of a serial verb construction (as elsewhere, see Durie 2000 , Pawley & Lane 1998 , Schiller 1990 Emerillon also exhibits a mechanism for reorganizing valency, namely noun incorporation. Only dependent nouns can be incorporated, i.e., nouns that are obligatorily modified by a possessor when they are heads of a nominal phrase: 1ru 'clothes' is such a noun (37b), whose possessor must always be specified, except when incorporated as in (38a). Their incorporation is triggered by the assignment of an affected human patient to the object position, like 'mother' in (38a) (Rose 2008). 14. There is a subclass of intransitive verbs that mark a second participant with the postposition ehe 'to'. These verbs express cognition or perception events, like maPẽ 'to see', Ãap1aka 'to think'. Finally, the three valency-increasing operations of Emerillon are all different varieties of causatives. The first is specialized for intransitive predicates and expresses direct causation (typically with physical manipulation of a patientive causee, as in (39a)). The second is specialized for transitive predicates and expresses indirect causation (typically with an agentive causee obeying to oral direction as in (39b)). The third is specialized for sociative causation on intransitive stems, as illustrated in (39c); it is described in greater detail in the following section. 2pl.I-caus.soc-dance-pl 'You made them dance with you.'
Sociative causative
Tupí-Guaraní languages, and among them Emerillon, have a specific marker for sociative causation, a supposedly rare feature. Sociative causation is a special type of causation, where the causer not only makes the causee do an action, but also participates in it. On Emerillon intransitive predicates, the sociative causative marker eRo-(40b) contrasts with the regular causative marker bo-∼ mõ-(40a); further instances of eRo-are given in (40c-e). Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002) distinguish three nuances of sociative causation, depending on the extent to which the action of the causer is identical to that of the causee: (i) joint action, when both causer and causee perform the same action; (ii) assistive, when the causer helps the causee without performing exactly the same action; (iii) supervision, when the causer supervises the action performed by the causee. Within the domain of specific markers for sociative causative, the Emerillon case is restricted to intransitive predicates, and to the semantic nuance of sociative causation called joint-action, where both causer and causee perform the same action.
Sociative causation is usually seen as a possible meaning extension of regular causative markers, as discussed by Kulikov (2001) and Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002) . This is fairly frequent crosslinguistically. In contrast, specific sociative causative markers are hardly ever discussed in general typology, with the exception of Dixon's typology of causative that posits a special type of causative called "causative of involvement" (Dixon 2000) . Specific markers for sociative causative were probably first identified in the Tupí-Guaraní family, under the name of comitative causation (Adam 1896 , Rodrigues 1953 . The existence of such a supposedly rare type of causative both in Emerillon and in another Amazonian language, Cavineña (Guillaume 2008) , prompted us to carry out a crosslinguistic survey of sociative causation (Rose & Guillaume 2007) . This survey demonstrates that in actual fact specific sociative causative markers are not that rare. They are above all widespread in South American languages, being attested for instance in the Tupí, Tacanan, and Quechuan families.
Conclusion
In this Language Profile, I have tried to give a brief overview of Emerillon grammar by presenting in a succinct way its phonological, morphological, and syntactic components. Special attention was given to characteristics that are both central to the language and representative of the Tupí-Guaraní family as a whole. The main focus has been on specific features that are little represented in typological surveys: nasal harmony, hierarchical indexation system, possessive nominal predication, and sociative causative. These features may be recognized as less unusual in the future, if -as we expect -they are to be found in some other Amazonian languages that still lack a comprehensive description. 
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